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were measured with the CEBAF Large Aeptane Spe-trometer (CLAS) [5℄ and the bremsstrahlung photon tag-ging faility [6℄ at the Thomas Je�erson National Aeler-ator Faility. The ross setions were part of a program ofmeson prodution measurements using the same CLAS,tagger, and target on�guration. Tagged photons, withenergies E between 0.49 and 2.96 GeV, were inidenton an 18-m-long liquid hydrogen target plaed at theenter of CLAS. (The threshold for �0 photoprodutionon the proton is E = 1.447 GeV.) The event triggerrequired the oinidene of a post-bremsstrahlung ele-tron passing through the foal plane of the photon tag-ger and at least one harged partile deteted in CLAS.Traking of the harged partiles through the magneti�eld within CLAS by drift hambers provided determi-nation of their harge, momentum and sattering angle.This information, together with the partile veloitymea-sured by the time-of-ight sintillators, provided partileidenti�ation for eah partile deteted in CLAS and itsorresponding momentum four-vetor. Partile identi�-ation was generally unambiguous; in the ase of protonidenti�ation, the fration of partiles misidenti�ed asprotons made up a bakground of less than 2� 10�3.The p ! pX missing mass was used to identify pho-toprodued mesons through detetion of the proton re-oiling into the CLAS from the ryogeni target. As seenin the missing mass spetrum in Fig. 1, the resolutionobtained is suÆient for lear identi�ation of the pho-
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FIG. 1: Missing mass spetrum for p! pX integrated overall photon energies and angles. Inset: Missing mass spetrumbinned in photon energy (1.728 � 0.025 GeV) and angle (-0.2� os#�0:m: � 0.0), illustrating a typial bin. The shaded areashows the multi-pion bakground disussed in the text.toprodued �0; �; �+ !; �0, and ' mesons, the latter fourpeaks situated atop a multi-pion bakground. The miss-ing mass spetrum was binned in enter-of-mass sat-tering angle and photon energy to extrat meson yieldsfor eah angle/energy bin. The CLAS aeptane lim-ited the measurement of the p ! �0p reation to pho-ton energies above 1.527 GeV (W = 1.94 GeV) and�0 enter-of-mass sattering angles #�0:m: in the range�0:8 � os #�0:m: � 0:8. For the �0 measurements re-ported here, a total of 15 non-overlapping bins in inidentphoton energy E were used, eah about 50 MeV wide.(For onveniene, the photon energy bins are labeled bythe energy of the entroid of the bin.) The photon en-ergies ranged from bins entered on E from 1.527 upto 2.227 GeV, orresponding to enter-of-mass energiesW from 1.94 to 2.25 GeV. Above this energy range, theyield for �0 photoprodution was too low to permit theextration of reliable ross setions. The bakground sub-tration (as exempli�ed in the inset in Fig. 1) assumeda mixture of two-, three-, and four-pion ontributions,along with ontributions from the �0.The proton detetion eÆieny for CLAS was mea-sured empirially [7, 8℄ using the reation p ! p�+��.Both pions were required to be deteted in the event andboth must have been produed by the same photon fromthe bremsstrahlung beam. A missing mass reonstru-tion from the kinematial information for the two pionswas performed to determine if a proton should have beenseen in the CLAS in a partiular phase-spae volume.The presene or absene of a proton yielded an empirialmeasure of the momentum-dependent proton detetioneÆieny for that volume. EÆieny unertainties for

�0 photoprodution, dominated by the statistial uner-tainty in the number of protons sattered and deteted,were determined for eah bin, and ranged from �1% atthe lowest energies to �2% at the highest energies.The results reported here represent the �rst measure-ments for �0 photoprodution utilizing an absolute mea-surement of the photon ux [9℄. The photon ux forthe entire tagger photon energy range was determinedby measuring the rate of sattered eletrons deteted ineah ounter of the foal plane of the bremsstrahlungphoton tagger by sampling foal plane hits not in oin-idene with CLAS. The detetion rate for the satteredeletrons was integrated over the livetime of the exper-iment and onverted to the total number of photons ontarget for eah ounter of the tagger foal plane. Thetagging eÆieny was measured in dediated runs witha Total Absorption Counter (TAC) [6℄, whih diretlyounted all photons in the beam [9℄.Ideally, one would use a well-known reation in the en-ergy range used for these measurements to on�rm thevalidity of the photon ux measurement tehnique andto estimate the unertainties in the photon ux normal-ization. However, no large database exists for any pho-toprodution reation over the range of photon energiesfor whih we report �0 ross setions here. As an alter-native, the pion photoprodution database is quite ex-tensive. The SAID parameterization [10℄ provides a verygood desription of that database. The SAID analysisinorporates many observables for all hannels of pionphotoprodution. The existing �0 photoprodution rosssetion database below 1.5 GeV is quite dense. (The databelow 1.5 GeV make up 95% of the published measure-ments on �0 photoprodution on the proton.) The SAIDsolution (SM02) is in very good agreement with those ex-isting data. Thus, SAID an be assumed to provide theorret energy and angular dependene for the �0 photo-prodution ross setion in that energy range within itsestimated normalization unertainty of 2%. The existingdata above 1.5 GeV are muh more sare and have sig-ni�antly larger unertainties. Therefore, we have usedthat parametrization to asertain the validity of the pro-edures used here by omparing that SAID parametriza-tion to �0 photoprodution ross setions (for E from0.675 to 1.525 GeV) extrated from data taken simul-taneously with the �0 measurements reported here (forE from 1.527 to 2.227 GeV), using the same absolutenormalization tehniques for both reations [11℄.In order to determine the �0 ross setions for thisexperiment over the photon energy range from 0.675 to1.525 GeV, the empirially measured proton detetioneÆieny for CLAS had to be supplemented by a Monte-Carlo estimate of the detetion eÆieny for protons from�0 photoprodution beause the phase spae oupationof protons for the p! p�+�� reation beomes sparseat higher energies when rebinned for p ! p�0 eÆ-ienies. Agreement between the empirial and Monte-
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FIG. 2: Di�erential ross setions for �0 photoprodution onthe proton (blak squares). Other results from SAPHIR [4℄(blue triangles) are shown for omparison. Error bars showninlude systemati and statistial unertainties.Carlo methods, where suÆient statistis made ompar-ison possible, was within 3%.For E from 0.675 to 1.525 GeV and the range ofos(#�0:m:) used here, our entire set of �0 di�erential rosssetions, omprised of 19 energy bins eah with 12 binsin os(#�0:m:) (228 points, in total) was easily �t by theSAID parametrization with a single overall onstant fa-tor N = 1.02 (�2redued = 1:3). This overall agreementthroughout the energy range implies that the absolute nor-malization tehnique is sound, and additionally indiatesthe detetor aeptane also is well-determined.To estimate the unertainty in the photon ux mea-surement, a more re�ned �t of our measured di�erentialross setions for �0 photoprodution for eah photonenergy bin to the SAID parametrization was performed,determining a single overall onstant fator NE for eahphoton energy bin. For E = 0.675 to 1.525 GeV, theseNE(E) values were produed, binned into a histogram,and �t with a simple Gaussian. The entroid of the �tto NE (E) was 1.02, as before. The standard deviation�(NE (E)) of the NE (E) values was 4%. We onser-vatively estimate the absolute normalization systematiunertainty to be about 5%.The di�erential ross setions for �0 photoprodutionobtained are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In general, the an-gular distributions, while at at threshold, show a ontin-uing inrease in slope at forward angles with inreasingphoton energy. At the highest energies, growth at bak-ward angles is also seen. These general features are sug-gestive of oupling to an s-hannel resonane near thresh-old, with inreasing ontributions of t- and u-hannelexhange as the energy above threshold inreases. TheSAPHIR measurements [4℄ are shown for omparison in

FIG. 3: Di�erential ross setions for �0 photoprodutionon the proton. Also shown are results from Nakayama andHaberzettl [12℄ (Red lines: u-hannel ontributions. Greenlines: t-hannel ontributions. Blue lines: Sum of all s-, t-,and u-hannel ontributions), and a model (blak lines) in-spired by A. Sibirtsev et al. [19℄, as disussed in the text.Error bars shown inlude systemati and statistial uner-tainties.Fig. 2. The CLAS data, with muh smaller error barsand smaller photon energy bins (SAPHIR has energy binsof 100 MeV for energies below 1.84 GeV and 200 MeVwide bins above), generally agree with the SAPHIR re-sults within the very large error bars of the latter, butthe CLAS values are nonetheless systematially lower.The exellent agreement noted above between the SAIDparametrization and the �0 photoprodution ross se-tions measured here, using the same normalization teh-niques as used for these �0 ross setions, strongly sug-gests the absolute normalization determined here is or-ret.Inluded in Fig. 3 are the results (shown as red, green,and blue lines) representing a onsistent analysis of thereations p ! p�0 and pp ! pp�0 by Nakayama andHaberzettl (NH) [12℄. The NH analysis is based upona relativisti meson-exhange model of hadroni inter-ations inluding oupled-prodution mehanisms. Wehave also performed alulations (blak lines) using a rel-ativisti meson-exhange model by A. Sibirtsev et al. [19℄as a reipe. For both models, allowed proesses inludes-, t-, and u-hannel ontributions. The intermediatemesons in the t�hannel exhanges are the ! and �0 inboth ases. Both models here also inluded the S11(1535)and P11(1710) resonanes (J = 1=2), whih are known todeay strongly to the �N hannel [13℄. The NH modelalso inludes two additional S11 and two additional P11resonanes, albeit with relatively small ouplings. In on-trast to the �t of the SAPHIR data in Ref. [4℄, the



5present adaptation of the NH model to our data nowalso requires J = 3=2 resonanes [P13(1940), D13(1780),and D13(2090)℄. Sine the NH model �ts the data betterthan our alulations, the inlusion of these additionalJ = 3=2 resonanes appears to be bene�ial.A omparison of the preditions of these two di�er-ent approahes an provide insight into whih physialontributions are most suessful at explaining featuresof the observed ross setions. The forward peaking ofthe ross setions at the highest energies is dominated byt-hannel exhange. Addition of the S11(1535) state on-tributes mainly to the overall initial rise and fall of thetotal ross setions below 1.7 GeV. We note that this isthe �rst time that S11(1535) and P11(1710) resonanes,known to strongly ouple to the �N hannel in photo-prodution, have been used in �ts as ontributions to the�0N photoprodution hannel. The J = 3=2 resonanesinluded by NH are espeially useful in obtaining the or-ret shape of the di�erential ross setions for the ener-gies from 1.728 to 1.879 GeV. The u-hannel exhangeauses the bakward-angle enhanement seen around 2GeV and above. (The general behavior of individual t�and u�hannel ontributions an be seen in Fig. 3 andRef. [14℄.)Sine the �0 meson is the only avor singlet of the fun-damental pseudosalar meson nonet, studies of the rea-tion an also help yield information on the role of gluestates in exitations of the nuleon. The avor-singletaxial harge of the nuleon (GA(0)) is related to the�0-nuleon-nuleon and gluon-nuleon-nuleon ouplingonstants (g�0NN and gGNN (0), respetively) through theavor-singlet Goldberger-Treiman relation [15℄:2mNGA(0) = Fg�0NN � F 2m2�0NF gGNN (0); (1)where mN is the mass of the nuleon, m�0 is the �0 mass,F is an invariant deay onstant that redues to F� (piondeay onstant) if the U (1)A anomaly were turned o�[16℄, and NF equals the number of avors. When �rstmeasured [17℄, the singlet axial harge was found to havea value of GA(0) = 0:20� 0:35. (A more reent alula-tion [18℄ gives GA(0) = 0:213� 0:138.) At that time, theimportane of the seond term in Eq. 1 was unapprei-ated, and this low value of GA(0) was surprising: Sineg�0NN is onsidered to be orrelated with the fration ofthe nuleon spin arried by its onstituent quarks [19℄,that fration would then be onsistent with zero. Thus,negleting the gluoni portion of Eq. 1 was one of theauses of the so-alled \spin risis." However, by inlud-ing the gluoni degrees of freedom in Eq. 1, the value ofg�0NN an be large, provided that it is nearly aneled bygGNN (0). This equation then an be used to indiretlydetermine the gluoni oupling to the nuleon given avalue of g�0NN .The observed u-hannel ontribution seen here allowsthe g�0NN oupling to be extrated (albeit in a model-

dependent way). The value of g�0NN found from thepartiular NH �t shown here is 1.33, whereas our resultsusing the model of Ref. [19℄ provides 1.46. Sine di�er-ential ross setions alone do not provide suÆient on-straints to these models, these g�0NN values should betaken with aution. Nonetheless, both values of g�0NNare onsistent with the analysis of Ref. [16℄ whih gives1.4 � 1.1. Moreover, even though the unertainty ing�0NN preludes a de�nitive statement about the valueof gGNN (0), Eq. 1 an be arried out taking NF = 3,F = F� = 0:131 GeV, g�0NN = 1:4, and GA(0) = 2:13,yielding the result that gGNN (0) = 41 GeV�3.In onlusion, the di�erential ross setions presentedhere are the �rst high-quality data for the p! �0p rea-tion. An analysis of the data with two di�erent models ofthe proess suggests for the �rst time ontributions fromboth the S11(1535) and P11(1710) nuleon resonanes tothe �0N hannel in photoprodution, the two resonanespreviously identi�ed as strongly oupling to the �N han-nel [13℄. Using two di�erent theoretial desriptions ofthe data, these ross setions suggest a value for the �0-nuleon-nuleon oupling onstant g�0NN of 1.3-1.5, on-sistent with previous theoretial estimates of this quan-tity. These data should ontinue to prove quite usefulin guiding future experimental and theoretial investiga-tions of the struture of the nuleon.The authors gratefully aknowledge the Je�erson LabAelerator Division sta�. We thank W. Kaufmann,H. Haberzettl and K. Nakayama for useful disussionsand assistane. This work was supported by the Na-tional Siene Foundation, the Department of Energy(DOE), the Deutshe Forshungsgemeinshaft (throughan Emmy Noether grant to U.T.), the Frenh CentreNational de la Reherhe Sienti�que and Commissariat�a l'Energie Atomique, the Italian Istituto Nazionale diFisia Nuleare, and the Korean Siene and Engineer-ing Foundation. The Southeastern Universities ResearhAssoiation operates Je�erson Lab for DOE under on-trat DE-AC05-84ER40150.� Present address: Sakarya University, Sakarya, Turkeyy Present address: Systems Planning and Analysis,Alexandria, Virginia 22311z Deeased.x Present address: Cabarra Industries, Meriden, Conneti-ut 06457[1℄ See, e.g., S. Capstik and W. Roberts, Prog. in Part. andNul. Phys 45, S241 (2000).[2℄ ABBHHM Collaboration, Phys. Rev. 175, 1669 (1968).[3℄ AHHM Collaboration, Nul. Phys. B 108, 45 (1976).[4℄ R. Pl�otzke et al., Phys. Lett. B 444, 555 (1998).[5℄ B. Meking et al., Nul. Instr. Meth. A 503, 513 (2003).[6℄ D. Sober et al., Nul. Instr. Meth. A 440, 263 (2000).[7℄ M. Dugger, Ph.D. dissertation, Arizona State University(unpublished, 2001).
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